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Thomas Financial being a leading broker in individual
business in Florida represented benefits segment. They
wanted to progress and win the group business, and
sensed the industry advancing towards bringing efficiency
and transparency to the Employee Benefits space and
cater to the digital-native millennial clientele. Without
technology, it seemed daunting.
Major challenges faced before partnering with UZIO :

Since 1975, Thomas Financial is
providing Life Insurance, Employee
Benefits, Wealth Management and
Retirement Planning services to
high net worth individuals and growth
companies in Florida and nearby areas.
The highly talented team of Thomas
Financial has a passion for progress
and growth and they always strive
to be a leader in world-class life
insurance solutions.
Thomas Financial is based in Tampa,
Florida.

S TA R T E D A S U Z I O
PA R T N E R

Thomas team then planned to onboard a technology that can reduce all the above-said challenges and provides
an easy-to-use digital interface to all clients. Post attending several demos Thomas Financial chose UZIO.
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While going through various demos, JS Gagnon, President, Employee Beneﬁts from Thomas
Financial team had a notion that training complete staff and clients while onboarding technology will
be a heavy lifting task. Shawn, EVP – Employee Beneﬁts, from the team wasn’t sure that all the
needs can be sufficed by a single platform.
With all these thoughts, they decided to go with UZIO, and in return this partnership opened a
plethora of success avenues for Thomas Financial through not just digitizing their agency business
and completely transformed the way they did business. Handheld Onboarding made their operations
easier.
Thomas Financial couldn’t have partnered at any other opportune moment when they were on the
urge of expanding their Group Health benefits segment.

RICK THOMAS
CEO

JS GAGNON
P R E S I D E N T, E M P L O Y E E B E N E F I T S

With UZIO, Thomas Financial sensed a paradigm shift in operations.
They started pitching their clients digitally, brought more transparency in their client’s benefit
expenditure, exchanged quality communication with their client to support, and provided an
intuitive digital interface to client’s employees for accessing and updating all their benefits
information.
Sloppy methods of business operations were all out from the organization, differentiating them
against the competition.

Access to benefits
anywhere, anytime
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